
Web of stories 

 

Connie, Age 67: 

 

I wake up early because it’s what I’ve always done.  Even though I retired last year, and 

there’s no longer any set time at which I have to start my day, I can’t bring myself to sleep 

in.   After thirty-five years working as an engineer in West Des Moines, commuting every 

day from Waukee, every day getting three kids off to school before I left for the office — 

well, let’s just say, your clock gets set.  I’m always up and out the door and downstairs by 

7:30, sitting at my table at Sean O’Shea’s Fair Trade Coffee Shop just down the block from 

me on Green Earth Drive.  I love my coffee shop, I moved to The Landing only last year, but 

I know half the people who pass through the doors while I sit here reading my favorite 

news journal on my Kindle. 

 

Normally I’d head out for my walk, but I sit here for a while trying to decide if the rain’s 

going to let up.  Tony, my husband — he died three years ago — used to love rainy days and 

whenever we were together and it was raining he would sing some song to me by Guns ’N 

Roses, always horribly off tune, “November Rain” I think it was called.  He would always 

defend himself against my charge that he couldn’t hold a note by saying, “It’s Axl Rose, what 

do you want?”  But this is mid-May rain, emptied mostly of its chill.  I can tell it’s not going 

to let up any time soon, it’s really just spitting, nothing I can’t weather, so after finishing my 

coffee I head south across the plaza for the green spaces, headed for the trails, passing 

through the apple orchards from which you can pick fruit for free in the late summer and 

fall.  Edible landscape, imagine that.  A few of the artists have started to occupy the outdoor 

galleries and I recognize one or two from last fall.  I walk beneath the cottonwoods, starting 

to green, the canopy still fairly thin, but the rain patters on my umbrella ever more softly, 

until I’m again in the clearing, then onto the walkway over the Raccoon, so I can take my 

everyday two-mile lap around Gray’s Lake.   

 

“Hi, Min,” I call out to the young woman who lives down the hall from me.  She’s probably 

off to the office, at 10:00 in the morning, that’s late if you ask me — but suppose it works 



for her, not my place to judge.  Back at my “crash pad,” as my daughter Laurie likes to calls 

it — Laurie lives in Cedar Rapids these days — I write at the computer for a couple of hours 

from the verandah, the rain coming down heavier but I get lost in its rhythm and when I 

look up again the morning sky is still dark but there’s no longer any water falling, not even 

drops from the rooftop because the drains all empty into our community cisterns.  I can’t 

get over that, it always amazes me anew, the way everything is so suddenly hushed after 

rainfall.  While I’m at the computer, Laurie calls me and we talk by skype for ten minutes.  

“It’s nice to see your face,” she says.  That’s how she always signs off.  She visits whenever 

she can.  The place is small but it can sleep a couple of guests.  I like the fact that I’ve 

stripped my life clean, down to the most basic amenities — I mean I’ve got photo-albums, a 

few books (though I mostly read books on Kindle these days), my daughter’s Teddy Bear, 

my viola (I still practice five times a week and play once in a while in an ensemble), and my 

wedding china, but there’s not too much extra here. 

 

At my yoga class I flirt with Marty, my instructor, but also my lover, boyfriend, significant 

other, none of the terms seems quite right.  He came up to me after class three months ago 

and said, “Can I take you to dinner some time?”  I thought he was too young for me, but he 

didn’t think so, he tells me I still look like I’m in my late fifties and age is all in your head.  

“Headed off to meet the girls?”, he says after the lesson, then promises me he’ll be on time 

for cooking school this evening.  The sun is out, shining strong, so the girls and I take a bike 

ride, two of them, Kim and Julie, old friends from Waukee who ride the light rail down into 

the city, but Sunye is a recent empty-nester who lives in the neighborhood and fits right in. 

 

A power nap and I’m ready for my cooking class — which I teach — down at the 

community center, a class of eight to ten students, the youngest a girl of thirteen.  Marty 

comes to every class he can, tags himself my sous chef, always a great help.  The class sits 

down for a meal afterward, eating today’s lesson — peanut tofu pud thai, some of the 

dishes spicier, some also far tastier, than the others.  Marty and I attend a reading at a 

bookstore at the far end of the cultural center, it’s given by a historian who teaches at the 

University of Minnesota, his presentation tending toward the pedantic, but the subject 

interests me, even if the lecture doesn’t quite live up to the title — How the Great Floods 



Changed the World; I mean how can a lecture on that subject be so dry?  Still, as long as I’m 

learning something new, I never feel like I’m wasting my time.  

  



 

Story 2 

 

Min, Age 26: 

 

The rain drums against the window, lulling me back to sleep, the sky still dark.  I hit the 

snooze before even checking the clock.  It goes off a second time, an alarmist screech — 

each year, it seems, I have to buy shriller and shriller alarm clocks — just to jolt myself to 

life in the morning.  The sky’s too frigging dark for it to be 9:30 already, God, how I hate 

mornings, I could never do the 9 to 5 thing, or worse yet, keep those godforsaken hours my 

father kept his entire life because he was a military man but also because some long ago 

German ancestor of his used to be a farmer.  All I can say is “Thank God for the flexible 

workday.”  

 

My father met my mother at his very first station overseas, in Singapore.  They married, got 

pregnant with me — I always laugh when he says, “That’s when we were pregnant with 

you” —and after that they moved pretty much every three years throughout my childhood.  

I spent the last two years of high school in Shorewood outside of Milwaukee, and when I 

was looking at colleges I wanted a smaller school where I could get one-on-one time with 

my professors, maybe even get to know a few of them, because I never really experienced 

that before, a teacher who could act as a mentor because, lo and behold, I was going to be in 

the same place for four, maybe five years.  So that’s why I chose Drake University, then 

stayed on here in Des Moines, because it’s such a livable city, because most of the people I 

meet here have spent their lives in one place, because others who come here choose to stay 

on, and I like the idea of that, the continuity of knowing yourself across time through a 

place— I’m only twenty-six, but I’m really tired of moving. 

 

Okay, I make a deal with myself, I’ll check e-mail to make sure there are no emergencies at 

the office before running down to the farmer’s market for some bread.   Good:  schedule 

unchanged, lunchtime meeting still set for 12:30.  I can work from home ’til then.  I walk 

down to the corner, still in a haze, somebody’s calling to me but I’m slow on the uptake; and 



by the time I look back, she’s too far away for me to say hello.   It’s Connie from down the 

hall, I’ll make a point of saying hello next time our paths cross and I’m actually awake.  The 

rain is coming down heavier now and of course I forgot my umbrella, but I dash across the 

street, ducking into to the farmer’s market, saying hello to the owner Finula, purchasing a 

loaf of freshly baked multi-grain bread, catching up on yesterday’s gossip, not that I really 

have time for any of this just now, but Finula won’t be denied — it’s a one-sided 

conversation, Finula chatting at me non-stop, until I tell her I really have to get going. 

 

Normally I’d ride to the office, but it’s raining and I’m planning to stay downtown for a 

friend’s birthday.  So light rail, it is.  Ten minutes, all told.  I exit the station on Locust, a 

mere two blocks from my office.  Lunch is a staff potluck, I contribute a dish of Laksa, 

noodles with curry.  After lunch I oversee a webinar for a firm in Texas, with whom my firm 

is collaborating on several new architectural projects in Missouri and Oklahoma.  We loop 

in a European firm late into the conversation, for their input on the latest innovations in 

eco design, everybody leaning on my multi-lingual talents, Chinese, German, French. 

 

Late afternoon, the sun is out, so bright it feels like the morning never happened.   I decide 

to take a run, stay later at the office, maybe join my friends an hour late for dinner.  From 

the office I run west down to ML King Drive, taking the skywalk back over to The Landing, 

rounding out across the green space beneath the glare of the solar panel sculpture, finally 

onto the pedestrian pathways, and soon thereafter I’m crossing the Raccoon, headed for the 

beach at Gray’s Lake.  I never listen to music when jogging, there’s so much else to hear, 

leaves, people talking on the skywalks, birds, actual songbirds here in the trees along the 

river.  Wait, there’s Connie, biking with a few of her girlfriends:  I wave to her, but she 

doesn’t see me.   

 

After dinner I suggest to my friends that we head for The Landing because everybody 

knows it has some of the best nightlife in town.  When we got off the light rail, I remember I 

forgot to purchase eggs yesterday and tell my friends I’m going to dash across the street to 

the farmer’s market, which stays open until ten, I’ll catch up with them at Dylan’s Micro-

brewery.  After I run the eggs up to my apartment, I rejoin my friends at the brewery, which 



showcases some of the best local musical talent.  Tonight it’s some Zydeco band called The 

Second Coming of Katrina, they’re really pretty amazing, especially the guy wailing on the 

washboard.  “Okay, this neighborhood?” my friend Kelly says.  “Can I just say I want to 

move here tomorrow?”  A guy named Juan Carlos, who works for the state and lives across 

the courtyard from me, with whom my firm has collaborated on several projects, stops at 

our table to say hello.  I ask after his wife and kids, and he points to Finula who’ s sitting at a 

table in the far corner.    

 

Winding down from my night out, I head up to the roof to the greenhouse so I can pick 

some basil, cilantro, tomatoes, and carrots for my lunch tomorrow, which I’ll bring with me.  

I upload a video of two of my friends dancing at Dylan’s on the Living Web.  I mean I’m also 

on Facebook, of course, but I don’t really use it to network with my friends.   It’s mostly a 

way of keeping track of what my parents are doing, seeing what kind of trouble they’re 

getting themselves into down in Tampa.  They’re always posting these nostalgia videos, like 

“The Crazy Nastyass Honeybadger,” from a time when everyone thought humor consisted 

in adding voice-over to the antics of animals.   I love it up here at night — the view’s great 

from my seventh floor apartment, looking south out over the rooftop solar panels, the way 

they catch the nighttime sky, the forest lined up behind the cultural center against the 

Raccoon in the distance.  But what is it about standing atop this building after midnight, 

looking to the north, staring at the lit skyline, feeling the river and forest and lake behind 

me, yet knowing that all of this — the river, the green spaces, and downtown — all of it 

belongs to me in some small way?   

  



 

Story 3 

 

Juan Carlos, Age 50: 

 

I drop Colleen and Monica, my little girls, off at the elementary school, doublechecking to 

make sure they haven’t forgotten anything, lunches, reports, homework, then kissing them 

on their foreheads, telling them I’ll miss them terribly, performing my extreme sorrow for 

them, wiping tears from my eyes until they’re laughing at me, ready to chase me away.   

Racing the few blocks back to our building in the drizzle, already running late, I cut through 

the courtyard, taking the back staircase up to the apartment.  I grab my computer and 

umbrella, exiting by the front door, and as I cross Green Earth Drive I hesitate for just a 

moment but then I can’t help myself, even though I know there’s no time for it, I stop in at 

the Farmer’s Market to catch a glimpse of Finula, waiting until she turns to looks at me and 

then waving to her as I step back into the rain.  She is rolling her arm inward in tight circles, 

summoning me, holding her hand to her mouth as if she’s about to shout across the wide-

open space, across the legions of pedestrians, merchants, consumers.  Holding up my wrist, 

where my watch might be if I wore a watch anymore, I shrug my shoulders and Finula 

shoots me an understanding look, letting me know that whatever it was she so desperately 

needed to say to me, it can wait until later tonight.  On my way to the transportation hub, 

the rain starts coming down heavier.  I work for the state, in the Department of Human 

Services, specifically, in the office of Work Development over in the East Village.  On a nice 

day I can bike or even walk to work, but today I’m taking the light rail because I’m late and 

the rain, though not exactly heavy, doesn’t show signs of letting up soon.   

 

A rather routine day at the office — my job is not so much helping people find jobs as 

monitoring the reasons why there aren’t enough jobs to go around, registering the 

unemployed, getting them on lists for jobs training programs, some of which happen at the 

cultural center in my backyard.   The number of times I’ll run into someone I just signed up 

for a job training class at the cultural center because I’m there taking some kind of 

enrichment course are too many to count.  My clients are always so deferential, it’s 



sometimes embarrassing.   The highlight of my day, really this entire week:  an immigrant 

I’ve worked with for two years landed a job for which I’ve long prepared him, as part of a 

Super Fun Site Clean-up unit. 

 

After a long day, it’s always great to see the kids.  The kitchen is the center of activity in our 

household, Finula and I both love to cook and the girls will hover in the kitchen, seated on 

stools at the island countertop, doing homework, playing games on the computer.   But 

Finula and I have decided to treat ourselves to a night out in the neighborhood.  

Fortunately, no fights about tonight’s babysitter — she’s one on the girls’ favorites, Jennifer 

Logan, a fourteen year old from across the courtyard, one of those hyper sweet girls who 

will stay sweet all through her teens, always kind to younger kids, never put out  — but 

actually glad for the opportunity— to get inside two eight-year olds’ heads.  It’s amazing 

how beautiful the evening turned out to be.  After the lousy weather this morning, you 

couldn’t have expected such a fine warm spring day.  So I play with the girls in the 

courtyard until Jennifer arrives.  She greets me from across the courtyard, “Hi, Mr. Sanchez, 

I’ll take it from here,” and the girls run off, screaming with joy, crying, “Jennifer.”  Tonight’s 

restaurant was my choice— not an altogether popular one, but it’s my turn to choose.  Still, 

Finula can’t understand my craving for comfort food, why on earth I’d freely pick a cuisine 

more caloric and carbohydrate heavy than the dietary delights (she means the phrase 

ironically, I don’t) of her own beloved Ireland.  My choice tonight:  Bosnian food, rich as can 

be, sausage and potatoes, it’s a fine restaurant, right around the corner from the farmer’s 

market, serving only organically grown crops and organically raised animals.  Finula settles 

on some kind of roots salad.  I enjoy a Guinness with my dinner.  Afterward I talk my wife 

into a nightcap at Dylan’s, and she’s easy to convince because for some strange reason 

neither of us is tired tonight.  We order drinks at a booth in the corner and I run off to the 

restroom and on the way back stop to say hi to Min Kretchmer, a young woman of Asian 

and German descent who works an architectural firm that designed several of the new job 

training facilities for us in the area.   

 

When I get back to the table, Finula is smiling.  “I remembered what I wanted to tell you 

this morning,” she says.  “Someone sent me this hilarious old video, called ‘The Crazy 



Nastyass Honeybadger,’ we have to watch it together when we get home.”  But we’re not 

going to call it an early night, I decide.  I’m going to let myself have an extra Guinness 

because, first of all, I don’t have to worry about driving home, because, what the hell, we’ve 

booked the babysitter for another two hours, and because for the first time in what seems 

like forever the night feels young to both Finulah and myself; and afterward, I mean, after 

the next round of drinks, with still an hour or more on the babysitter clock, I’m going to talk 

my wife into taking a moonlight stroll with me, down through the orchards, into the trails 

among the trees, down to the river and onto the bridge to Gray’s Lake, and we’ll just plant 

ourselves there on the walkway, under the stars, watching the river flow beneath us. 

 

 

 


